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A jump in spending and collapse in tax receipts 
during the recession left the UK with 
shockingly high debts. The annual rise is 
moderating, but is likely to remain high for 
years to come, with each year’s debts adding 
inexorably to the national debt
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VAT
The third biggest tax in terms of receipts 
after income tax and national insurance at 
around £100bn. A rise to 20% in January 
2011 is expected to bring in £13.4bn

Other — including stamp duty, 
vehicle excise duty 
An expected rise in stamp duty receipts from 
share trades and housebuying could pay for 
another freeze in fuel duty. A jump in petrol 
prices could force the government to abandon a 
fuel duty rise planned for the autumn

Excise duties
Expected to raise £46bn in 
2011/12, duties on beer and 
cigarettes have already gone 
up under this government. 
More rises are expected

Council tax
There is much talk of reforming the only 
tax on property, possibly creating new 
top tiers to capture million-pound 
homes. A freeze last year cost £630m, 
limiting receipts to £26bn

Income tax
The biggest element of government tax 
receipts, income tax has been hit by the 
steep rise in unemployment to 8.4%. A rise in 
income tax personal allowances is expected 
to cost an extra £3.9bn by 2014/15

National insurance
An emergency rise in national 
insurance in 2011, raising an extra 
£3bn a year, is not likely to be 
repeated after intense pressure 
from employers, despite rising 
unemployment restricting receipts 
to £101bn

Business rates
Business groups say a steep rise in rates 
after a freeze in 2010 has been made 
worse by a bureaucratic appeals system. 
Receipts are expected to hit £25bn in 
2011/12

Corporation tax
Only worth about 9% of total tax 
receipts, revenue from corpora-
tion tax is due to decline further 
after the chancellor said the rate 
will fall to 23% by 2014/15, at a 
cost of £1bn in that year 
compared to keeping it at the 28% 
rate the government inherited

Defence
According to the latest figures (2010), the 
UK is the fourth highest spender (in cash 
terms) on defence in the world (behind the 
US, China and France). But a chaotic year 
for defence budgeting, with botched 
procurement and criticism of redundan-
cies, will make it difficult to push down 
costs by around 8% in real terms over four 
years to 2014-15

Health
A backdoor privatisation of the health service 
has eaten into hospital and GP budgets, which 
will make a small, below-inflation rise in
spending this year difficult to manage. 
Combined with an ageing population and a 
spiralling drug bill, the NHS must get by on 
£104bn in 2012-13, up from £98.4bn in 
2010-11

Public order & safety
The Home Office and Ministry of 
Justice are struggling to implement
some of the steepest cuts in 
Whitehall. Redundancies in the police
combined with privatisations are key 
areas for savings

Housing & environment
Housebuilding has fallen to a record 
low. Not since the 1920s has the
UK built so few homes. A new 
mortgage guarantee scheme hopes to 
spur the industry — though away 
from flood plains after big cuts in 
flood defence spending

Industry, agriculture, 
employment & training
A training scheme funded by the 
welfare budget and apprenticeships
sponsored by private companies are 
helping the Department for Business
Innovation and Skills to cut 15% from 
its spending over four years

Debt interest
Although the national debt has 
ballooned to more than £1 trillion, 
the UK is considered a safe haven by 
foreign lenders, which has kept
interest rates low. That said, the UK 
must raise billions of pounds of
new debt just to maintain spending

Personal social services
A 'Cinderella' area of spending, it 
covers home helps to social work
and is a chief target for cuts. An 
ageing population is expected to
put extra strain on budgets

Social protection including tax 
credits
The welfare bill is one of the chief areas for 
cuts this year after an £11bn cut last year. Tax 
credits, housing benefit and child benefit
are in the government’s sights, though how 
much they will be cut is the subject of a hot 
political debate. A switch to up-rating benefits
in line with the lower CPI measure of inflation 
rather than the RPI will have a cumulative 
effect and reap £5.8bn of the expected £11bn 
of savings in 2014-15

Education
A capital budget of £7.2bn in 2010-11 is 
due to bottom out at £3.3bn in 2013-14. 
General spending will fall behind inflation. 
Local authorities will also come under strain 
after two years of steep cuts

Transport
Transport department bosses want passengers 
to pay more and providers to be more 
efficient. With most services privatised and 
weighed down by huge debts, the room for 
dramatic cuts is limited, though restrictions on 
infrastructure spending will help

Other — including culture, sport, 
international development
Despite attacks from backbench Tory MPs, overseas 
aid spending is protected by the coalition 
government’s commitment to raise overall 
expenditure in this area to the internationally 
agreed target of 0.7% of GDP
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